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Investigative Activity: Interview with Officer    
Involves:    

Activity Date:    1/3/2023    

Activity Location:   Marion County Sheriff's Office - Business - 100 Executive Drive, Marion,     

 OH 43302, Marion County   

Authoring Agent:   SA Josh Rammel #175    

 

Narrative: 

On Tuesday, January 03, 2023, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) 

Josh Rammel and SA Tiffany Vollmer interviewed Marion Police Department (MPD) Lieutenant 

( , who was accompanied by his attorney, Lane Hagar (Hagar), from the 

Fraternal Order of Police. The interview took place at the Marion County Sheriff’s Office and 

was regarding the officer-involved shooting (OIS) which occurred on December 20, 2022, in 

LaRue, Ohio. was identified as being directly involved in the OIS. The interview was 

audio recorded. 

read, understood and signed the BCI Criminal Investigation Notification in the presence of 

Hagar. had a prepared statement, which he read to agents. 

advised that he graduated from the Ohio Highway Patrol Academy in 2002. was 

hired at the MPD in February 2002, and has spent his entire career with the MPD. stated 

that he is currently a patrol supervising lieutenant, being promoted in 2013, and K9 handler. 

provided his direct supervisor as Major B. J. Gruber. indicated that he has no 

military experience. 

stated that his normal shift is 2100 hours-0700 hours Sunday through Wednesday.

further stated that he is a firearms instructor, along with his assignment as part of the Marion 

County Joint Special Response Team (SRT). provided his unit number as #  and the radio 

frequency used by the SRT on December 20, 2022, was MPD Tach 1. 

advised that he does not wear any glasses or prescription lenses, does not wear a hearing 

aid, or have any additional physical disabilities. informed agents that he does not take any 

prescription medications, nor had he consumed any alcohol within 24 hours of the OIS.

clarified that it had been a couple of weeks since he last had any alcohol. stated that he 

believed himself to be well rested prior to the OIS, and informed agents he slept from 

approximately 0900 hours to 1600 hours the day of December 19, 2022, prior to working at both 

the Marion Technical College, from 1800 hours to 2200 hours, and his normal “modified” shift 

at MPD, beginning at 2200 hours leading up to the SRT operation at 0500 hours. clarified 
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that due to being a K9 handler, he is usually granted an extra hour off during his shift, and on 

days he teaches at Marion Technical College  he comes into work an hour late.

stated that this is why he started at 2200 hours as opposed to the assigned shift of 2100 hours. 

indicated that he has never been disciplined regarding any form of use-of-force and has 

never used deadly force. advised that he has been subject to internal affairs investigations 

due to use of less-lethal force; but all instances had been deemed within department policy and 

no discipline was warranted. stated that he is very familiar with the department use-of-

force policy, and the use-of-force policy is reviewed prior to every SRT operation.  

On the date of the OIS, said that he was carrying a Colt M16A1 .223-caliber department- 

issued rifle. clarified that some of the attachments to the rifle were personally owned. 

indicated that the rifle magazine in the gun carried between 28 and 30 rounds, and 

believed he fired 2 rounds during the OIS. also informed agents that he carried a Glock 17 

9mm, as well as a gas mask and Taser X26P. Additional gear worn by included a 

distraction device, smoke, handwarmers, a knife, radio, first aid kit, handcuffs, door wedge and 

magazine pouches. advised that he did not carry any additional magazines for his rifle, but 

did have 2 additional magazines for the Glock 17, each carrying 17 rounds. described his 

SRT gear to agents, including mentioning that he was wearing an outer carrier vest clearly 

identifying as a police officer. mentioned that he was wearing a body camera, and 

the K9 vehicle he arrived in also has an in-vehicle camera; but the vehicle was parked by 256 N. 

Swain Ave., the entire timeframe of the search warrant and OIS. provided October 2022 as 

the most recent qualification for both the M16A1 rifle and Glock 17. also indicated that he 

carried a personally owned Taurus G2c on his ankle, but it was not discharged during the OIS. 

continued to describe the day of the OIS. stated that a briefing was conducted at the 

Marion County Airport prior to executing the search warrant. indicated that a search 

warrant was being executed at 256 N. Swain Ave., in LaRue, Ohio, during the early morning of 

December 20, 2022. indicated that he was assigned to the team responsible for clearing the 

trailer residence on the property. advised that the subject of the search warrant was Travis 

Hellinger (Hellinger), and Hellinger was believed to have fully automatic weapons in his 

possession, as well as an extensive criminal history. advised that prior to arrival at 256 N. 

Swain Ave., it was announced over the radio that Hellinger had fled from the other building on 

the property, a detached garage/pole barn believed to be where Hellinger resided, by foot. 

stated that his team cleared the trailer and secured the individuals inside the trailer. further 

stated, at that time, he observed Hellinger on the train tracks behind the residence with other SRT 

members providing commands for Hellinger to stop. and Deputy (  

left the trailer occupied with other SRT members and went to the tracks to assist with 

apprehending Hellinger. mentioned that there was no active arrest warrant for Hellinger, 
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but Hellinger was identified by other officers as being armed, as Hellinger began walking along 

the tracks.  

indicated that as he approached the train tracks, observed Hellinger shining a bright 

flashlight at the approaching officers. stated that he made the comment that he was 

carrying a Taser, to which Hellinger responded back, “Do not tase me.” Hellinger continued to 

ignore commands to stop walking down the tracks as he continued to shine the flashlight directly 

at the individual SRT members. mentioned that Hellinger made several comments 

indicating that Hellinger did not know who they were, and Hellinger was complaining about “his 

rights.” Hellinger also made several comments about there being no reason for police to arrest 

him. advised Hellinger that he was being arrested for “trespassing,” due to Hellinger being 

on the train tracks. stated as they continued pursuing Hellinger, he heard multiple 

commands provided where it was positively identified as to who he and the other SRT members 

were. informed agents that guns were visible on Hellinger’s sides and that Hellinger kept 

walking down the tracks refusing to comply with all commands from the SRT to drop his 

weapon, stop moving and keep his hands out of his pockets. commented that if Hellinger 

would have complied with officers, they would not have arrested him that night; but Hellinger 

would have eventually been charged with items found in the house. 

mentioned that Officer (  was equipped with a less-lethal shotgun, 

and was commanded by to utilize the shotgun if Hellinger crossed over Section 

Street, while still on the train tracks. clarified that from the residence on Swain Ave., 

where contact was first made with Hellinger, along the train tracks towards Section Street was 

half residential and half field. Once you cross Section Street, it becomes all residential.

was unable to utilize the less-lethal shotgun due to the distance that Hellinger was keeping in 

front of the SRT. 

At that time, over the radio, Lieutenant Wheeler advised that he wanted Deputy to 

use his K9 to apprehend Hellinger. Multiple orders were made to Hellinger to comply, otherwise 

the K9 would be deployed and may bite Hellinger. Hellinger responded back by stating that he 

was “going to shoot the K9” if it was sent towards him.  

As the SRT members continued to pursue Hellinger along the train tracks crossing over Section 

Street, the K9 was deployed towards Hellinger. Hellinger discharged his gun in the direction of 

the approaching K9 and the SRT members located behind the K9. stated that after 

observing Hellinger fire his gun towards the K9 and SRT members, the SRT members returned 

fire back at Hellinger. commented that the K9 is seen as a tool and not as an officer, but 

due to Hellinger firing at the K9, the shots were in the direction of the SRT also. 

corroborated that he fired two shots towards Hellinger and observed Hellinger fall to the ground. 
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indicated that SRT members then approached Hellinger on the ground, ordering Hellinger 

to not to touch his guns. mentioned that Hellinger was not cooperating and his hands were 

forced out from underneath him by SRT members.  

advised that the SRT members provided medical care to Hellinger prior to medics arriving, 

as well as removed Hellinger’s weapons from his reach. stated that none of the SRT 

members were injured, neither was the K9.  

Once medics were on the scene, indicated that he provided his body camera and rifle to 

Major Adkins before returning to the Marion Police Department for additional information. 

stated that due to the direction Hellinger fired towards the K9 and the SRT members, 

believed that there was no other option but to deploy deadly force at that time. mentioned 

that the response was consistent with his training and experience.  

concluded his statement by informing agents that he was able to review his body-camera 

footage after he prepared his statement. advised that the only thing he wanted to change 

regarding his statement was that it appeared may have fired three times per the body 

camera as opposed to two times initially believed.  

After completed his statement and answered all additional questions from agents,

and Hagar proceeded to meet in the hallway for a few minutes before indicating that they had no 

additional questions or concerns. 

The interview was thus concluded. 

During the course of the interview, agents utilized tactics designed to illicit truthful responses 

and to test the veracity of information provided. As many of the details of the investigation into 

the incident were publicly available, it was necessary to utilize alternative tactics (beyond the 

typical methodology of retaining confidential “holdout” information regarding the incident and 

then comparing/contrasting witness statements with information that could only be known by 

those with actual knowledge of the incident). These tactics include developing rapport and 

potentially providing information known to be erroneous. Therefore, misstatements of facts or 

evidence in the recorded interview by the interviewing agents are intentional and align with the 

strategy for the overall investigative plan.  

This report only summarizes the information deemed by the author to be of the most relevance to 

the investigation and does not purport to contain all questions and answers from the interview.  

Further, this report was placed in a chronology to aid the reader’s overall understanding of the 

information elicited during the interview and may not be reflective of the actual sequencing of 
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questions. It is suggested that the full recording be reviewed to clarify any content or contextual 

questions regarding the information from the interview. 

The interview was audio recorded. Due to a break taken by in order to speak with Hagar, 

the audio was separated into two recordings as opposed to one. The audio recordings were 

attached to this report. The signed BCI Criminal Investigation Notification form is also attached 

to this report, along with the written statement provided by   

The first audio recording is 35 minutes 46 seconds long, and the second audio recording is 3 

minutes 51 seconds long. 

Please see the attachments for further details. 






























